
STOCK MARKET CRISIS IN BANGLADESH IN

The Bangladesh share market scam was a period of instability stock market from Notable that, Bangladesh also faced
such a stock market crash in Coincidentally, Awami League have been at government during both of.

But unfortunately, there has been no such efforts taken by the regulators or government or academicians in
Bangladesh. The Later period up to the end of had been quite pleasant although from December it was a
horrible experience for the investors in Bangladesh stock market as the second largest crisis in the history of
Bangladesh appeared. The resulting estimates of the marginal propensity to consume out of financial wealth
are extrapolated to other G7 countries allowing for differences in stock market capitalization, and compared
with results obtained more directly from consumption functions that include stock market prices as an
explanatory variable. Findings suggest a drastic fall of return on investment by more than one-fifty percent.
Hudomiet, P. During this period, the prime bourse market capitalization lost Tk crore. Almost 99 percent of
the investors were shocked and suffered from emotional collapse, distress, and frustration during and after the
crisis as most of them could not get any way to rid them out of the situation. Value of Investment of the
investors has gone down within two months by about 24 percent. He derives from post war data an MPC on
these capital gains of about 0. They allow corporations looking to expand to raise capital from investors in the
primary market and facilitate trade between buyers and sellers of stock in the secondary market. A balanced
supply and demand for the stocks can ensure fair price. But SEC was working in favor of manipulators,
approving unethical proposal and issuing wrong orders which lead to unexpected market conditions
deteriorated the image of SEC. These two tools were mostly used by manipulators in market scam. About 71
percent of the investors responded that they suffered from physical problems during and after the crisis. Of
course 60 percent investors reported that they are still hoping on the measures taken by the SEC and the
government in the expectation of recovering up. Retrieved 20 October  They provide avenues for investment
and capital acquisition and can provide an indication of overall economic condition. BMBA president Nasir
Uddin Chowdhury requested that the wings of bank and non-bank financial institutions, merchant banks and
brokerage houses should be allowed to raise capital through issuing bond. Therefore, the relationship between
the income and savings at the individual level is an established one. Moreover, people with savings feel
uncomfortable in investing in Bangladesh capital market instruments. This list is obtainable publicly from the
Dhaka Stock Exchange Limited. From 26th of January there was an increase trend of index. The global
financial crisis has impacted many financial institutions, business organizations, and thus has drastically
downgraded the lives of many people at the individual level. Butrica, B. Introduction "Black Swan and
capitalize it is an event with rarity, extreme impact, and retrospective though not prospective predictability.
Such act will prevent the auditors from making faulty audit reports. In DSE has started the journey with only 9
listed companies, having a total paid up capital of Tk. Compared to what they could earn as profit monthly
before the crisis has drastically fallen by about percent down to the red lines. Very quickly investment started
to cross the red lines. Taka loses about  Investors' confidence broke down drastically because of extreme level
of speculations and illegal manipulative activities. Green states that given the heavy concentration of the stock
ownership, much direct impact via capital gains and losses of stock market fall and boom upon the purchases
of mass consumption items should not be expected. Moreover, understanding the perception of the general
investors is always a key to handle the market appropriately during the crises. The Daily Star,Dated: 21st
April. Rova, L. Individual investors must be protected by adequate policy measures from the government or
regulators. It had broken all previous records of decreasing index However, on 18th January, the index started
to decline and the market hit the lowest turnover in nine months which is TK. After reviewing the relevant
theoretical framework and available empirical evidence, consumption functions are estimated for the US
including the influence of financial wealth. On this day DSE witnessed its biggest one day fall in 55 years
history until the date with losing 


